We present an interactive sand art drawing system using one RGB-D sensor, such as Kinect. Our system supports the common sand drawing functions, such as sand erosion, sand spilling, and sand leaking. To use hands to draw virtual sand on a drawing plane, we design four key gestures which enable drawing manipulation actions for sand. The basic idea is that the gesture of one hand controls the drawing action. The motion and gesture of the other hand controls the drawing position.
Introduction
Sand drawing is a kind of drawing technique that people manipulate the sand on beach or sandy ground to create beautiful pictures. Sand art is a style of live performance art that introduces an indoor and dynamic way of sand painting. Sand art performance is improvisational and continuous. Furthermore, the changes of hand gestures are attractive but complicated during the drawing process. Therefore, it is a nice subject for developing a user interface to perform such a sand art performance in a virtual environment.
Kazi et al. [19] developed a system called SandCanvas. There are many useful 1 
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Click here to download Manuscript: ws-ijseke_sand_kinect.pdf functions which are provided for users to use virtual sand to draw pictures in a creative manner. Chen and Wong [8] presented the sand art drawing system which can perform basic sand drawing actions to manipulate the virtual sand to draw pictures. The basic actions include sand erosion, sand spilling and sand leaking. The manipulation part for sand in these two systems is limited to a multi-touch screen.
Gestures and finger motions play important roles in sand drawing. In this paper, we aim to design an HCI (human-computer interface) for using bare hands to perform sand art drawing. There are two critical issues that we need to tackle. First, we need to use the gestures of one hand to control the drawing actions. Second, once the drawing actions are detected, we need to analyze the motion and gesture of another hand to draw virtual sand. We propose efficient methods to handle these two critical issues. We adopt a vision-based hand tracking system using one RGB-D sensor. The hand tracking system is integreated with the sand drawing system [8] . Our hand tracking system computes the positions of the hands of a user and also recognizes the hand gestures. Then, the hand tracking system drives the sand drawing system to draw sand. Thus, our system enables the sand art drawing using bare hands. Our system uses a low-cost RGB-D sensor, such as Kinect, for implementing the hand tracking technique. A conference version of this paper was published in [7] .
Figure 1(a) shows the user interface of our system. We define four key gestures: closed palm, opened palm, single-finger, and two-finger. The system has two active areas: command area and sand art drawing area. In the command area, a user can change the drawing actions. When the user performs a hand gesture on the command area, the system detects and recognizes the hand gesture. Thus, the corresponding drawing action can be enabled. Then, the user uses another hand to control the drawing position of the sand. The drawing action and the drawing position are employed to drive the sand art drawing system. The organization of the remaining sections of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews techniques on vision-based hand tracking, HCI based on hand interaction, and sand simulation. Section 3 gives an overview of our system architecture. Sections 4, 5 and 6 present the hand tracking algorithm and the integration of our system with the sand drawing system. Section 7 presents the experimental results. Finally, Section 8 concludes this paper and presents the future work.
RELATED WORKS
We review three different classes of techniques:1) HCI based on hand interaction, 2) sand simulation and 3) sand drawing.
HCI based on hand interaction
There are fruitful techniques that have been developed in the field of HCI, such as hand detection and gesture recognition techniques. The resulting information can be applied to interact with virtual objects. As a hand has high degrees of freedom, it is critical to compute hand features that are needed in performing HCI. Feng et al. [11] introduced the writing-in-the-air system which focuses on the 2D motion of a single finger. The major result of the work is to detect the single-finger gestures. Jia et al. [17] developed a method which aims at computing the 3D position and direction of a finger.
The hand detection and gesture recognition are two major tasks that should be performed properly in the applications of using hand interaction. Von Hardenberg et al. [31] developed a shape-based method to extract fingertips in the scene. Song et al. [29] improved on the method by taking into account the lengths of fingers. Their technique was applied to some interesting virtual reality applications with physics simulation. There are techniques which focus on curvature-based hand tracking, such as the work by Shi et al. [28] and Yeo et al. [33] .
The stereo images and the depth images provide useful information for segmentation. The techniques proposed in [11] [33] employed depth data to perform depth segmentation. There are a large volume of work [12, 13, 22, 29, 32] which rely on the depth data to compute the three-dimensional positions of hands and fingers.
HCI for artistic authoring
The HCI itself is an important element in designing artistic authoring system. In painting, the writing pad is an intuitive tool that people can use the stylus pen to draw directly on the drawing surface. The commercial software such as Adobe Photoshop [1] allows designers to use the writing pad as a tool for painting. There are also techniques that expand the degree of freedom of the stylus pen with the tablet computer, such as Irpen by Han et al [14] .
There are studies about the Haptic-based interface that provides an interactive system for users to draw virtual arts. Baxter et al. [3] presented a haptic-based 4 Kai-Min Chen and Sai-Keung Wong and Ting-Yu Chen interface using a virtual brush to enable the painting system for artistic painting. McDonnell et al. [23] developed a haptic-based interface for a virtual clay sculpting system. There are also some clay sculping studies based on low-cost cameras. Dave et al. [10] presented a gesture interface using Kinect for clay sculpting, which can use bare hands to manipulate the virtual clay. zPot [27] used low cost motion devices and presented a gesture-free application with bare hand motion to shape and color the virtual pots.
Particle system and sand simulation
Sand has liquid-like fluidity. But its shape is solid when it is static. Also, the sand drifts in the air like gas. Since sand has so interesting motion behaviors, the methods for sand simulation are studied extensively in graphics [16] . The methods can be categorized into particle based methods [4, 35] and height map based methods [24, 25] . Also, there are hybrid methods that combine both a particle system and a height map to simulate sand. Zhu and Yang [34] used particles to represent the sand surface but employed a height map to simulate for the sand near to the ground. In this way, significant computation cost can be cut down. Particle systems are also employed in ice simulation [15, 21] and simulation of water drops and flows [5, 6] .
There are techniques which are devoted to sand art. Kazi et al. [19] proposed a system called SandCanvas which is a multi-touch media for sand art drawing. The system support a rich set of gestures to manipulate sand. The user study indicates that the system is useful in creating interesting sand art pictures. Chen and Wong [8] developed a sand art system which can automatically generate stylized sand art. The sand drawing system combined a particle system and a height map. For the sand in the air, particles are used. If the sand piles up on the drawing plane, the sand is converted into a height value. Thus, the computation of the approach is efficient. Furthermore, a user can input a picture and then their system computes the contours of the objects in the picture. The contours consist of a set of line segments. After that the system produces the drawing sequences for the line segments. The system also decides the drawing actions, such as sand spilling, erosion, and sand leaking, that are used during the drawing process. For the regions that do not have enough sand, the system spills sand over those regions. The users can watch the picture while the picture is reproduced by using sand in their system. Thus, users can enjoy the simulated sand art performance in real-time.
System Overview
In this section, we present an overview of our system. A user can use gestures of one hand to select the action and uses the gestures of another hand to manipulate sand in the virtual environment. Our system consists of three phases: image preprocessing, hand feature extraction, and motion/gesture management. The purpose of the image pre-processing phase is to eliminate the noise in the captured data and the regions that do not belong to a hand, such as human face. After the image is filtered and the portion for a hand is kept, we can compute the features of the hand, such as hand position, and then determine the hand gesture. The motion/gesture management is the bridge between the user and the sand art drawing system. The extracted hand data, such as the position of the hand and the hand gesture, are passed to the sand art drawing system. Then, the virtual sand is drawn in the virtual environment. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the flow chart and user interface of our system, respectively. 
Image pre-processing
In the image pre-processing phase, our goal is to remove the redundant portions that do not belong to hands in the captured color and depth images. In this way, the search space for the hands can be reduced. To extract the portion of the hand in an image, we perform background subtraction, depth segmentation, and skin color detection. The details are described in the following sections. 
Background subtraction
We assume that the camera system is fixed during the sand art performance. Thus, the camera has a fixed field of view and its position is fixed while the images are captured by Kinect. Therefore, we can apply the frame differencing based background subtraction method to obtain the foreground portion of an image. Since our skin color detection method is based on HS (hue saturation color space), the problem induced by illumination change has little effect to our system. We employ the running average method by Piccardi [26] to remove the stationary objects in the scene.
Depth segmentation
In the scene, there are some parts that are also skin-color, such as human face. Thus, if we only consider skin color to eliminate the parts that do not belong to hands, the part belonging to the face would be remained. To tackle this problem, some techniques rely on face detection and then apply a face removal method to remove the face area from an image [2, 9] . However, it takes additional computation cost to track the face area. Another problem is that it may remove parts of hands when there is occlusion between the face and the camera, such as the user's hand lying in front of the face. Thus, our system not only uses skin color but also depth information to extract the regions of hands.
When a user performs sand art, his/her hands always move in front the face. Then, we can apply a depth threshold to discard the parts that are farther away from the camera and keep the parts close to the camera. In this way, we can isolate the parts belong to hands from the parts that belong to the face. Of course, the user can stand farther from the camera and move their hand closer to the camera. This also helps our system effectively eliminates the face region from the image. Figure 4 shows our depth segmentation result when the hand lies in front of the user's face. 
Skin color detection
After eliminating some redundant regions (e.g., human face) from the image, the remaining portion belongs to the arm and hands of the user. We assume that the user wears a shirt/dress with long sleeves. Then, we can avoid the costly arm removal process. We can directly apply the skin color detection method to extract the hand region and then compute features for the hand. In our current implementation, we apply pixel-based skin color detection method [30] in hue saturation color space to extract the skin part from the image. As revealed from our results, this method is efficient and produces segmentation with good quality for the hand region. Even though the illumination changes in our testing environment, we still obtain acceptable segmentation results. After extracting the skin part, we use morphology closing operation and Gaussian filter to smoothen the skin segmentation result.
Hand feature extraction
After the image pre-processing phase, the image should only contain the information of the hands of the user. In the hand feature extraction phase, the goal is to analyze the image and extract the information that is useful for the application of sand art drawing. Since our application is sand art drawing, the palm position, the fingertips, and the hand gesture are the basic information that should be computed in this phase. Furthermore, the stability of the position information is critical in such a drawing application. Thus, the extracted features should have high stability.
We extract the contours in the image and these contours represent the shape of hands. These contours will be helpful for the feature extraction process. After performing the depth segmentation and the skin based segmentation methods for the image, the image may still have redundant regions. For example, there are small areas that are incorrectly identified as skin parts. Therefore, after the contours are extracted, we perform a blob pruning method to remove contours with small areas as these small areas do not probably belong to hands (see Figure 5 ). After that we re-compute the contours. Then, we proceed to perform the hand feature extraction algorithm which has three steps. Step One: distance transform. We apply distance transform on the image (see Figure 6(a) ) to find the distance between each pixel to the hand contour. Figure 6(b) shows the result of distance transform. We choose the pixel with the largest distance to be the approximated palm center. Step Two: finger extraction based on the time series curve. The time series curve records the distance between each point on the contour and a reference point. This kind of a shape representation has been successfully used for the classification and clustering of shapes, for example in the work by Keogh et al. [20] . In our system, we set the reference point as the palm center. The horizontal dimension of the time series curve is the relative angle with respect to the vector (1, 0). And the vertical dimension is the distance between the contour points and the reference point.
In the time series curve, each peak corresponds to a finger. We remove the portion of the time series curve lies underneath a user defined height threshold. Then, the image can be decomposed into fingers. In our system, the height threshold is set to 1.6 times the distance at the approximated palm center. Figure 6(d) shows the time series curve and the pink horizontal line indicates the height threshold. The part underneath the pink line is eliminated, resulting in the part belonging to a finger.
Step Three: computation of the finger position. For the gesture recognition, we can use the decomposition result to find out the number of fingers in an image. However, in order to find the stable finger feature points, we apply the height threshold to the original color image and then obtain the finger blobs. We do not extract fingertips due to that the fingertips are unstable. The fingertips may slightly change from frame to frame even though the fingers do not move. This kind of slight movement of fingers leads to unnatural sand art drawing. We attempted to implement a Kalman filter [18] to stabilize the positions of the fingertips. However, after applying the Kalman filter to obtain the fingertips, it may lead to an unnatural reaction for the drawing action. For example, the user may draw a curve with corners but the system would return a smooth curve without any corners. In our system, we first draw a black circle on the approximated palm center. The radius of the circle is equal to the height threshold that is used in Step 2. After that, the image contains only the finger blobs and the blobs should have been smoothen in the image pre-processing phase. We compute an oriented bounding box to bound the finger blob. The middle point of the edge of the oriented bounding box that is farthest away from the palm center is the approximated finger point. Figure 6(c) shows the result of this step. The pink point at the fingertip is obtained. Experimental results show that this method achieves acceptable results.
Motion/gesture management
We study the user's habits in sand art drawing so that we can properly design the key gestures for the sand art drawing system. We also note the following facts about sand drawing actions:
1. When users use their hands to erode the sand, they tend to use only one finger. The index finger is used the most. 2. In sand spilling and leaking, the users grab the sand and release a portion of the sand from their hands. 3. In area erosion, users may open their palm, and use their palm to feel about the sand and erode the sand within the area.
For the first case, we can also detect a single finger to trigger the single-point erosion. However, we face a problem for the other two cases: we cannot feel the sand in such a non-touching interface. Therefore, we must find another way to perform the other two sand drawing actions.
We cannot feel the sand when doing area erosion. Thus, we use the two-finger gesture to make sure that the user can see where to draw. On the other hand, if we use the same way to spill the sand in real world, the hand gesture would be the closed palm. The amount of sand for spilling depends on how close the fingers are near to each other. However, it is hard to check since the low-cost depth sensor does not have so high level of accuracy to capture such detail of closeness of fingers.
Based on the aforementioned discussion, we define the mapping for the key gestures to the drawing operations in a drawing system in Table 1 . We also design the corresponding key gestures as shown in Figure 7 . Although the closed palm gesture is not used in the spilling action, it is used for another important action in sand drawing. This important action is the halt action. Because we cannot feel the virtual sand, it is a problem for determining when the users stop drawing. With this halt action, a user can control when he/she wants to stop the drawing process. The opened palm is used when we want to spill the sand. The single finger determines the point that we want to do the single-point operation, such as single-point erosion and sand leaking. The two-finger gesture corresponds to the pinch erosion and pinch spilling in the sand art drawing system.
Although we have defined a set of key gestures, these key gestures are not applied at the same time while sand art drawing is performed. In other words, there is only one action that can be activated at one moment. We must develop a subsystem to determine which drawing action is activated at a time but the other drawing actions are deactivated. We consider each sand drawing process as a finite state machine (see Figure 8 ). The user must use the halt gesture before changing to the other drawing actions. Figure 9 shows the user interface of our system. The left area is the command area that would not affect the virtual sand and a user can give command gestures to change the sand drawing actions. The right area is the sand drawing area that the user actually manipulates the virtual sand.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following we present our experimental results including the experimental environment, results of gesture recognition, results of sand art drawing and a user 9 . The integration of our system with a sand art system. Left area marked as blue color is the command area. Right area marked as green color is the sand drawing area. In this case, two-finger mode, i.e., sand leaking, is used. testing study.
Experimental environment
In our experiment, the Microsoft Kinect sensor was used to capture the color image and depth image. The resolution of an image was 480x640 and the images were captured by 30 fps. We used OpenNI library to calibrate the depth image with the color image. The testing process was performed on a standard desktop PC with 2.40GHz Intel Core Quad CPU. The system works fine when the user is around 40-60cm in front of the Microsoft Kinect sensor. The height of the Microsoft Kinect sensor should be a little above the head so that the user can operate the system comfortably. The user can sit on a chair (see Figure 10) . We integrated our system with the sand drawing system [8] which is implemented based on a height map and a particle system. . Two failure cases. In case one, it is the single-finger gesture but there is no finger extracted from the time series curve. In case two, it is not possible to recognize the correct gesture because the image is blurred heavily.
Results of gesture recognition
In order to evaluate the method for recognizing gestures, we collected around 500 frames of offline data for each gesture. In each trial, a user performed a specific key gesture (e.g., single-finger, two-finger, etc) in front of the camera, and then moved the hand around freely. Table 2 shows the performance result of the method. The accuracy rate is above 90 percent for all the trials and all the gestures. In the incorrect case, most of them are due to the hand orientation problem and fast movement of hands. Figure 11 illustrates two failure cases. In the first case, the fingers are inside the hand contour. Thus, our method does not extract correctly the portions of the fingers. The time series curve is quite flat in this case. In the second case, the hand moves too fast and the captured image is blurred (d). The peaks of the time series curve are not mapped exactly to the fingers of the hand.
Results of sand art drawing
The results of sand art drawing are shown in Figure 12 for the basic drawing actions. Figure 13 shows the pictures which were drawn in real time. As can be revealed, our approach can produce a variety of pictures. The integration of our system and the sand art system does not affect much for the performance of the sand art system. In the spilling and area erosion actions, the action delay is increased by only a few milliseconds. Thus, the extra computation for hand detection does not affect the drawing process. As the sand art drawing system is a real time dynamic system, the users can also see the sand move naturally.
A user testing study
We carried out a user testing study for the sand art drawing system. There were five participants. In the user testing, we first described and demonstrated the system. Then, we let the users operate the system, do some basic drawing operation, and get familiar with the system. At this stage, all of them could realize the association between the key gestures and the sand art drawing actions under one to two minutes. Moreover, they can easily perform their desired operations.
In the next stage, we asked participants to draw some paintings using our system. At this stage, all of them could use our system to draw pictures in a few minutes. After that, we consulted with participants to evaluate the accuracy, the challenge, and the applicability of our system. All of them were satisfied with the accuracy of our system. However, most of them agreed that the most challenging thing is that they cannot feel the sand. So the three-dimension interaction lacks of controlling sand in detailed drawings. On the other hand, our proposed interface encounters another problem that users may feel uncomfortable if it takes too long time to draw. This is due to that the hands hang in the air and they felt tired. After all, they found that our system was interesting and useful for drawing sand art pieces.
14 Kai-Min Chen and Sai-Keung Wong and Ting-Yu Chen Fig. 13 . The results of our system. All the pictures were drawn by using Kinect under a few minutes. Top row (from left to right): music symbols, an atom, and a human face. Middle: the tableware, robot, castle, and sun flower. Bottom: text, flower, love symbol, and night sky.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an interactive sand art drawing system using one RGB-D sensor, such as Kinect. A vision-based bare-hand detection method is adopted to recognize the four key gestures. The finger positions are also computed using their bounding boxes. Then, the finger positions and hand gestures are injected to the sand art drawing system. Our system supports the basic sand drawing actions, including leaking, single-point spilling, single-point erosion, pinch spilling, pinch erosion. Experimental results show that the users can use bare hands to draw a variety of sand pictures.
There are avenues for future work. We would like to enhance the interaction experience of users by introducing behavior models to make the drawing process naturally and comfortably. We would also like to enhance the drawing tools so that the users can draw pictures with great creativity. For example, the current system creates sand particles at the finger position or the region formed by two fingers. We would like to extend our system so that the sand particles can be spread in a specific or different shapes when the hand moves around. Finally, the sand drawing system could be improved further so that a large number of particles can be simulated in real time rate.
